
NEWS & EVENTS

SOURCING & SUPPLY CHAIN  !
THE TRUE IMPACT OF  COLLABORATION " SYNERGY OR SEPARATION? 

Firstly, let me take you on a quick flashback. Around the 
time when email was invented, I worked with a large 
Discount Department Store Retailer and was being 
groomed for the buying office of a major and well known 
FMCG Beauty products company.  The concept of Fast 
Fashion and a 6-week ‘design to retail floor; supply chain 
was not even dreamed of. !
The reality was 2 – 3 year gestations, comparably small 
and very challenging forays into China sourcing, limited 
customer choice, insane inventory management issues and 
a massive amount of paperwork.   However, there was a 
small army who had to talk to and fax each other to get 
product to the shop floor and sell it. With luck this 
happened before a markdown was needed.!
Now and having been Asia based for the past 8 years, I 
work heavily with Brands, Retailers (both On & Off Line), 
Sourcing Offices, Distributors and Logistics providers on 
talent acquisition and people development programs to 
assist these organisation in aligning their sourcing 
programs to what we now consider to be best practice.!

Cassandra Lee, Logistics Executive Group’s General 
Manager - North Asia & Greater China reflects on 
the true impact of collaboration within the sourc-
ing functions and the wider supply chain and how 
human behaviour is the more enabler to achieving 
this than setting the agenda. Upcoming Event 

LSCMS CEO Series Singapore 
Planning & Enabling your Supply Chain 

Sept 9th: 8.30am - 10.00am 
Sept 18th: 4.30pm - 6.00pm 

Brought to you by the LSCMS (Logistics 
Supply Chain Management Society), this 
four-part CEO series aims to make senior 
decision makers and CEOs within 
organisations aware of the opportunities 
for profit maximisation through leveraging 
of value within their supply chains, 
creating a more balanced business model 
that allows for growth.!
This session: Planning & Enabling your 
Supply Chain!
Tickets are SGD$58 (single ticket) or 
package for 4 persons SGD$188 at 
www.lscms.org!

China International Logistics and 
Transportation Fair - Shenzhen 

October 14th - 16th, 2014 
China International Logistics and 
Transportation Fair (CILF) is the leading 
logistics and transport expo in Asia for 
logistics service, SCM, port and shipping, 
transport, mobility, air cargo, material 
handling and beyond. Attended by 1,200 
exhibitors from 30 countries and 80,000 
visitors CILF is a practical platform for 
industrial players worldwide. 
www.scmfair.com/en!

Logistics Executive  
Global News 

Logistics Executive Group 
Announces new staff appointment 

in Middle East. 
Logistics Executive Middle East is delighted 
to announce the appointment of Ezra 
Lagniton. As Executive Search Associate, 
Ezra will play a value role in client services 
across the Middle East and Africa fro our 
Dubai office. To contact Ezra email - Ezra 
Lagniton EzraL@logisticsexecutive.com!
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TRAINING AND STAFF PERFORMANCE 
Logistics Executive in conjunction with partners is committed to providing the most 
relevant and cutting-edge Supply Chain, Logistics & Executive development to 
your employees upgrading their future skills and helping to retrain.  Our short and 
long-term courses include industry specific seminars, tier one accredited courses, 
and on-site customised training developed for Supply Chain and Logistics employ-
ers. Logistics Executive Training!Academy provides Quality Training and Develop-
ment for companies and organisations that meet their individual needs. We provide training and assessment 
services that are relevant, flexible and of the highest quality.

More Information on Logistics Executive 
Academy Training and Development Programs
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In many ways, in this time, whilst processes and 
practices have changed what has not is that the 
same talent I help organisations identify and 
evaluate, largely still work on the same challenge 
that I did all the years ago. That being getting 
product to the consumer efficiently and 
profitably, whilst ensuring quality and work 
capital standards are adhered to.  !
So what has changed? There is no doubt that 
buying has evolved into Strategic Sourcing and 
everyone now knows that Supplier Relationship 
Management is a fundamental business wide 
critical objective.  !
Equally, Physical Distribution Management 
became Logistics and now is known as 
downstream Supply Chain. In addition, we have 
tools that provide supply chain visibility across 
global operations, enabling us to see where every 
SKU within the entire chain at any given time. In 
many cases these tools extend to our upstream 
manufacturers and link to our Global Logistics 
Service Providers (LSP’s) !
Yet for all the evolution there appears to be more 
challenge than ever before.  !
In the endless pursuit to reduce the order to cash 
cycle, why is that organisations continue to 
struggle with their Sourcing and Supply Chains? !
Is it a case of different internal agenda’s being 
lowest product price Vs. total landed cost?  Or is 
it the impact of the end customer’s increasingly 
diverse requirements and the ability to effectively 
plan for this? Or perhaps even tariffs and 
manufacturing base volatility?  !
Taking these questions to peers in the industry, 
the feedback I received differed depending on 
whether the person in question worked in a 

Sourcing or a Supply Chain function – no surprise 
there.  !
That said, most Sourcing functions I spoke with 
highlighted the challenge as Supply Chains not 
always flexible enough to support the lowest cost 
origin coupled with poor planning and 
challenging customer demands. It highlights 
again the common issue of the supply chain not 
being flexible enough to handle the volatility in 
both of these, coupled with the need to meet ever-
changing consumer demands.!
Supply Chain folks sang the merits of a company 
wide Total Landed Cost focus and how having a 
dedicated Tariff / Trade  & Compliance specialist 
is the key to unlocking the extra value in the 
chain. Which in essence assists them in providing 
a margin to fund any additional logistics cost 
associated with maintaining the pace of changing 
customer requirements? Much of which cannot be 
effectively planned for or where S&OP is not 
responsive.  !
Irrespective of which function you are coming 
from, it is more apparent than ever that there is a 
large divide in most organisations, which is 
hindering their profitability and perpetuating 
large degrees of separation internally.!
So what is the magic solution?!
In 2011 McKinsey publish a Supply Chain Select 
Publication highlighting the concept of “Supply 
Chain Yoga”.!
Whilst some of you may feel that some functions 
of the business are in a Corpse Pose and others in 
a Warrior Pose, the concept is actually about 
Flexibility and need for both Supply Chain and 
Sourcing functions to start flexing together as one.!
All good and well but how do you even get to 
that point I hear you ask. !
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 Peter Kuo, Divisional Merchandise Manager with 
the Home Retail Group based in Hong Kong 
sums it up perfectly.  “The organization has to 
have a clear direction and everyone in the 
business from end to end has to understand it, 
appreciate it and appreciate each other.  Then 
there must be a culture of engagement - from 
functional teams who impact each other, through 
to suppliers, service providers and of course the 
end customer – we have to win together” !
Interestingly, McKinsey also raised the question 
of “Is your top team undermining your supply 
chain?” and shared that organizations with 
effective broad supply chains have CEO’s who 
not only “encourage and facilitate meaningful 
discussion of important cross-functional supply 
chain issues” but  “promote collaboration and 
performance improvement with missionary zeal”.!
While your CEO can set that direction and drive it 
through senior leadership, without this being 
embraced across all levels of what are now global, 
multi dimensional, multi cultural teams, you 
really cant expect the Zen that comes with 
synergy.  !
It would appear that with all the evolution, 
innovation, tools and resources that we now have 
at our disposal, we may have lost sight at various 
organizational levels of how to effectively 
communicate and collaborate. !
Ironically, more than anything else this is the key 
to an organizations’ profitability. And with the 
pace of changes within supply chain 
environments and consumer markets becoming is 
we are more dependent on this than ever before.!

Creating true supply chain collaboration and 
ensure alignment of people to this behaviour may 
seem an obvious thing to do. But is does not come 
easy.!
In studying the collaborative relationships of 
numerous companies, we have learned that a 
prevalent misunderstanding stems from the belief 
that collaboration is a long-term contract. The fact 
is that collaboration is about people - and people 
issues should be viewed as significantly 
important to successfully collaborating with 
supply chain partners. I have found that one of 
the key "people issues" to be mindful of is: Supply 
Chain Managers should consider the tactical/
operational-level staff when pursuing 
collaboration.!
I often ask executives if they consider the 
implications of pursuing collaboration initiatives 
in the supply chain? In most cases, the immediate 
response focuses on operational efficiencies and 
process integration.!
When pressed to think about the impact of 
collaborative agreements on the current exchange 
environment and "people infrastructure," 
additional issues begin to surface.!
At the core of these issues are the all-too-often 
instances of upper management agreeing to 
harmony in a world of difference at the 
operational/tactical level. !
Hence, while senior management across the 
supply chain have agreed and forged an agenda 
of collaboration, the persons responsible for 
managing the day-to-day operations and whom 
are at the core of the collaborative agreement 
don't always feel the same level of trust or 
commitment. 
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As a result, the initiative may 
result in below par returns, as 
the desire to collaborate doesn't 
trickle down through all levels 
of the organizations involved.!
I have found that a good way to 
work through these issues is to 
involve operational employees 
during the development phase 
o f t h e c o l l a b o r a t i o n 
arrangement. It is critical that all 
supply chain partners involved 
should bring their operational 
point persons along during 
discussions concerning the 
collaboration initiative. This 
always seems to bring to light 
some interesting potential 
operational "hiccups." as those in 
the front line can see more clear 
the impact that the agenda may 
have to the customer and 
operational environment. But 
more importantly, this simple 
but important step creates an 
environment of trust and 
generates commitment, along 
with the ownership necessary to 
facil i tate a collaborative 
e x c h a n g e , a s l i n e s o f 
communication are opened and 
everyone is clear about the 
objectives.!
The key is that people are the 
essence of collaboration, as it is 

u l t i m a t e l y p e o p l e , n o t 
organizations that collaborate. !
So, once it is decided that 
collaboration within supply 
chain and its partners is 
s t ra teg ica l ly appropr ia te , 
ensuring that the leadership team 
developing and managing such 
relationships acknowledge that it 
may require a different approach 
to its human resource strategies 
to ensure that the collaborative 
arrangement is facilitated and 
supported at all levels. !
T h i s s h o u l d i n v o l v e 
communication of objectives, 
training, and if at all possible, 
i n v o l v e m e n t d u r i n g t h e 
collaboration development. In 
the end, a contract may not be 
e n o u g h t o e n s u r e f u l l 
collaboration at all touch-points 
with supply chain partners, so 
focusing on the people issues that 
are necessary to drive the 
collaboration agenda should be a 
paramount concern.!!
To find out more about Logistics 
Executive Group supply chain 
collaboration programs and 
tailored education programs for 
the Supply Chain, contact me – 
CasssandraL@LogisticsExecutiv
e.com!

AUTHOR PROFILE:  
CASSANDRA LEE " GENERAL MANAGER " NORTH ASIA & 
GREATER CHINA!
LOGISTICS EXECUTIVE GROUP!
Capitalising on more than 15 years of experience in the Supply Chain 
sector, Cassandra brings significant depth of expertise adding value to 
her clients and candidates as she executes local, regional and global 
searches. !
Having held leadership roles in mature markets, Cassandra has 
developed a niche in tailoring solutions for firms which require 
leaders with the depth of expertise, the cultural comprehension and 
respect to execute strategic goals in developing regions and market 
segments. !
Contact Cassandra on email: CassandraL@LogisticsExecutive.com
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